SAP Business ByDesign – light package, huge inside
The very first time when I got access to SAP Business ByDesign and I logged in, I was somewhat doubtful
and curious at the same time of what I will find. I had no previous knowledge about the SAP Business
ByDesign, although I had previous background with other SAP ERP products and they were huge with
endless functionalities. With SAP Business ByDesign it was different - you have one navigation menu and
this menu has all the work centers (like ECC transactions) and that is it!
Two minutes after logging in the first time I could create a sales order in the system. This was so
different to my experience with other ERP products out there. I was able to complete business
transactions in the system intuitively without any external help or materials. Things were logical and
easy to find and worked as I would assume them to work.
Using the SAP Business ByDesign daily you will start to get a feeling that this product is not so ‘small’
after all. It seems to be as with this car. Small outside but fits a lot inside.
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I soon found out that there are many business areas covered in SAP Business ByDesign which include
manufacturing, accounting & controlling, procurement etc. SAP Business ByDesign is full size ERP and
can solve so large variety of business challenges of a mid-size company with ease!
I learned that the business processes are still highly customizable as you would expect from a solid SAP
product. There is a smooth integration between business processes and the data in the system. The
document flow will help You at every step to go back or forth between different documents. The built-in
business analytics enables to get quick insights about the figures in the system.
There are other great things about SAP ByDesign also, which are not just the business functionalities. I
have written about them in my blog post. Some of them are MS Excel integration, regular updates 4
times a year, SAP idea forum, API-s and more. You can read more about them from the post.

Conclusion
Now, after using SAP Business ByDesign for a while, I still discover new features there. I find the solution
using very good business practices, which are easy and intuitive for the end user. I believe that the
system is future proof as its already natively web based, its connectable via 200+ Web API-s to other
applications or Internet-of-Things, its extendable by 70+ integration scenarios or the SAP cloud
application studio.
I now think that SAP Business ByDesign is a large and good product and I am a fan of it!
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